The extent to which explicit and implicit stigma are endorsed by mental health practitioners utilizing evidence-based practices is unknown. The purposes of the current study were to 1) examine implicit and explicit biases among Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) staff and 2) explore the extent to which biases predicted the use of treatment control mechanisms. Participants were 154 ACT staff from nine states. Overall, participants exhibited positive explicit and implicit attitudes towards people with mental illness. When modeled using latent factors, greater implicit, but not explicit, bias significantly predicted greater endorsement of restrictive or controlling clinical interventions. Thus, despite overall positive attitudes toward those with mental illness for the sample as a whole, individual differences in provider stigma were related to clinical care. Mental health professionals, and specifically ACT clinicians, should be educated on types of bias and ways in which biases influence clinical interventions.
negative stereotypes about mental illness (Lyons & Ziviani, 1995; Mirabi et al., 1985; Scott & Philip, 1985) . One review indicated that mental health professionals' beliefs were similar to or more negative than the general population (Schulze, 2007) and another review found negative beliefs even in studies with overall positive attitudes among professionals (Wahl & Aroesty-Cohen, 2010) . Interestingly, staff working with people with psychosis or in inpatient settings may have the most negative attitudes (Hansson et al., 2011) .
Importantly, attitudes can influence behaviors. Positive attitudes increase the desire to help the stigmatized group (Batson et al., 2002) , increase the likelihood that doctors and nurses engage in positive therapeutic interactions with suicidal patients (Demirkiran & Eskin, 2006) , and predict physicians' appropriate use of medical procedures with minority patients (Green et al., 2007) . In contrast, negative attitudes predict whether mental health professionals assign more diagnoses and poorer prognoses to consumers portrayed though clinical vignettes (Peris et al., 2008) and, when a mental condition is perceived as controllable, tend to elicit decreased pity, increased anger, and an unwillingness to assist (Weiner et al., 1988) .
Most research on mental illness stigma has focused on the detrimental effects of explicit negative expectations and attitudes of others. However, there is increasing recognition that explicit measures may underestimate levels of stigma (Hinshaw & Stier, 2008) . In contrast, implicit attitudes (i.e., evaluations that may reside outside of conscious control or awareness) may be more sensitive to detecting associations that persons would not explicitly endorse or would prefer not to reveal.
Importantly, implicit measures may provide unique information concerning biased attitudes and enhance predictions of discriminatory behaviors. While explicit stigma is self-reported and occurs within conscious awareness, implicit stigma occurs outside of conscious control. Further, explicit and implicit measures may differentially predict behavioral outcomes due to operating through reflective (e.g., basing decisions on knowledge about facts and values) versus impulsive (e.g., basing decisions on associative links and motivational orientations) systems (Strack & Deutsch, 2004) , or based on whether outcomes are controllable or spontaneous (Asendorpf et al., 2002) .
Implicit stigma of mental illness has been found across a range of populations, including the general population (Teachman et al., 2006) , medical and psychology students (Lincoln et al., 2008) , adolescents (Saporito et al., 2011) , Asian Americans (Cheon & Chiao, 2012) , Chinese college students (Wang et al., 2012) and those with mental illness (Rusch et al., 2007; Rusch et al., 2010; Teachman et al., 2006) . Moreover, there is initial evidence that implicit and explicit stigma may differentially predict clinical decisions. Specifically, among those with mental health training, explicit bias was related to more negative estimates of patient prognoses, whereas implicit bias was related to a tendency to over-diagnose (Peris et al., 2008) .
Assertive Community Treatment
There is an increased focus in the mental health field on integrating evidence-based practices with the recovery model Salyers & Macy, 2004) . Although ACT, an intensive case management program, is widely recognized as an evidence-based practice and has been shown to produce better client outcomes (e.g., increased housing stability, reduced hospital use) (Bond et al., 2001; Ziguras, 2000) , ACT has been criticized as being paternalistic and incompatible with a recovery orientation (Gomory, 1999) . Thus, a concern is whether ACT facilitates recovery. Because the recovery model aims to reduce stigmatizing treatments (e.g., treatment that emphasizes illness and keeps people from integrating into society), the study of explicit and implicit stigma towards mental illness among ACT staff is particularly appropriate.
One reason ACT has been criticized as being coercive (Gomory, 1999) is the use of treatment control strategies, such as intensive medication monitoring, outpatient commitments, and representative payeeships (agency managing a consumer's finances), that limit consumer freedom and assume that, if not used, consumers will not act in their own best interest (Moser & Bond, 2009) . However, it is important to consider the context and conditions under which strategies are used. For example, recovery-oriented ACT teams may use control strategies differently -with greater consumer involvement, when there is demonstrated need, and after other attempts have already been made (Salyers et al., 2011) . Moreover, it is possible that mandated treatment may pave the way for later recovery, although it also should involve the recovering individuals (Munetz & Frese, 2001 ).
The use of specific control mechanisms among ACT programs has been associated with consumer characteristics (schizophrenia-spectrum diagnoses and substance use), lower levels of staff education, and lower quality of services (Moser & Bond, 2009) , as well as pessimistic staff attitudes (Moser & Bond, 2011) . Although use of control mechanisms has not been associated with fidelity to the ACT model (Moser & Bond, 2009 ), ACT teams with lower levels of recovery-orientation appear to be more likely to endorse use of treatment control mechanisms such as outpatient commitments, injection medications, and daily medication monitoring (Salyers et al., 2011 ). In the current study, we expected staff with more positive attitudes and weaker stereotypes (i.e., less stigma) to act in less stigmatizing ways (i.e., less endorsement of controlling interventions).
In summary, our primary purpose in the current study was to examine the extent to which ACT practitioners exhibit explicit and implicit mental illness bias. Based on prior findings (Teachman et al., 2006) , we hypothesized that mental health practitioners would demonstrate implicit negative attitudes and stereotypes about the helplessness and blameworthiness of persons with mental illness. A second purpose was to explore the extent to which explicit and implicit bias predict the endorsement of treatment control mechanisms, hypothesizing that greater levels of stigma would predict greater endorsement of treatment control mechanisms.
Method Participants
The total sample included 154 participants from 55 ACT teams. Initially, recruitment focused on a single state. Of the 126 participants (81.8%) who indicated location, a total of 67 ACT staff were from Indiana, out of an estimated potential pool of 320 individual participants (20.9% response rate). To increase sample size, recruitment was expanded to other states. A total of 59 ACT staff from eight other states participated (28 did not indicate a location).
One-hundred twenty participants (77.9%) provided information on their role on the team: 86 were staff members, 27 were team leaders, and 7 were program directors. Across these roles participants reported the following disciplines: social work (n = 59), psychology (n = 25), nursing (n = 7), sociology (n = 4), psychiatry (n = 3), education (n = 1), and other (n = 21). The sample was 77.5% female and had a mean age of 41.7 years (SD = 11.2). Race or ethnicity was reported as 87.5% Caucasian, 7.5% African-American, 0.8% Hispanic, 0.8% multiracial, and 4.2% indicated another group. Participants reported an average of 11.0 years (SD = 8.9) in the mental health field and 3.2 years (SD = 2.4) in their current position. There were no significant differences on descriptive data for participants recruited from Indiana compared to other states.
Implicit Measure
A web-based, computerized version of the Implicit Association Test (IAT) (Greenwald et al., 1998 ) was used to assess automatic associations regarding mental illness. The IAT was developed, administered, and managed using Inquisit Desktop Edition (Version 3) by Millisecond Software, which includes a web license for electronic administration. The IAT has been widely used to assess implicit attitudes and stereotypes and has adequate psychometric properties (Nosek et al., 2006) . The key IAT assumption is that informants show faster reaction times when stimuli are paired in ways that are consistent vs. inconsistent with well-learned automatic associations, i.e., implicit biases. The IAT is a relative assessment; that is, evaluations of one group are compared with evaluations of a second group. In the current study, stimuli were used from a previously developed IAT (Teachman et al., 2006) comparing mental illness and physical illness groups.
Participants completed three different IATs. All tasks contrasted "physical illness" and "mental illness" and were rated using one of three stimulus sets: 1) "bad" versus "good", 2) "blameworthy" versus "innocent", or 3) "helpless" versus "competent". Within tasks, participants were presented with both compatible (mental illness + bad) and incompatible trials (mental illness + good). The good/bad stimulus is thought to assess a general evaluation of negative attitudes (Teachman et al., 2006) . The helpless/competent category taps into stereotypes regarding the abilities of persons with severe mental illness. The controllability category (innocent/blameworthy) is a key distinction between physical and mental illness, in that mental illness is believed to be under more personal control (Crandall & Moriarty, 1995) .
In each IAT, there were two critical trial blocks: one block where the target and descriptor categories reflected negative mental illness associations and one block reflecting negative physical illness associations. Consistent with Teachman's work (2006) , each critical block consisted of 56 classification trials. The first 20 trials were practice and the remaining 36 constituted the experimental data. The outcome measure was response time, with shorter latencies indicating stronger automatic associations of concepts with the stimulus group. Implicit stigma was indicated by faster responding when mental illness was associated with bad, blameworthy, and helpless category labels. Following the IAT scoring algorithm developed by Greenwald and colleagues (2003) , difference scores (D scores; calculated by dividing the difference between reaction time averages for the mental illness and physical illness test blocks by the standard deviation of all the latencies in the test blocks) were calculated for each association such that positive scores indicated more implicit bias against mental illness.
Explicit Measure
Consistent with previous research (Greenwald et al., 1998; Peris et al., 2008; Teachman et al., 2006) , we included a series of single-item explicit bias measures. Participants were asked to rate their attitudes toward "persons with mental illness" and "persons with physical illness" on 7-point semantic differential scales (e.g., 1=bad to 7=good). Ratings were made for bad/good, blameworthy/innocent and helpless/competent biases, with lower scores indicating more negative views. Participants were instructed to mark the middle of the range if they considered both anchors to be irrelevant to either category. These items were designed to parallel the IATs to permit implicit/explicit comparisons. A difference score was calculated for each target attitude or stereotype (e.g., blameworthiness ratings for persons with physical illness minus ratings for persons with mental illness), with a positive score indicating a negative evaluation of persons with mental illness relative to physical illness. When the single items pertaining to mental illness were included in the modeling analyses, items were reverse-scored so that higher scores indicated a negative evaluation of mental illness. Additional explicit stigma measures were included in the survey, including perceived dangerousness, but are not reported in this paper due to a focus on comparing implicit and corresponding explicit attitudes.
Treatment Control Mechanisms
The extent to which staff endorsed the use of treatment control mechanisms was assessed using a clinical vignette. Although use of treatment control mechanisms in ACT has been previously analyzed at an organizational level (Moser & Bond, 2009) , and Neale and Rosenheck (2000) examined therapeutic limit-setting activities on intensive case management teams, the use of treatment control mechanisms has not been assessed at an individual level with ACT teams. Because vignettes have been identified as a useful tool for measuring stigma towards mental illness (Link et al., 2004 ), a vignette was created which assessed participants' endorsements of the use of various control mechanisms, based on the clinical and personal information provided. The vignette described a 21 year-old female with schizophrenia and cannabis abuse, unstable housing, past history of abuse by others, and a pattern of disappearing for several weeks at a time. The full vignette is available from the first author upon request.
After reading the vignette, staff answered 12 questions concerning treatment options using a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree). Staff rated the degree to which they endorsed the use of six previously studied treatment control mechanisms (e.g., inpatient hospitalization, representative payeeship, injection medications) (Moser & Bond, 2009) , five items assessing staff support for client independence/autonomy in various treatment domains (e.g., manage own medications), and a single item assessing response to presence of substance abuse symptoms (random drug screens). An "other" item allowed staff to recommend another intervention. One item was deleted from the final scale based on low item-total correlations (use of agency owned/operated housing). Internal consistency was acceptable for the final 11-item measure (α = 0.71), marginally acceptable for the six item restrictive practices subscale (α = 0.65) and poor for the five item non-autonomous practices subscale (α = 0.54). Five items were recoded so that higher scores would indicate greater endorsement of control; we report the mean score of the measure (see Table 1 ).
Demographics
Participants provided demographic information on age, gender, race/ethnicity, marital status, highest level of education completed, current discipline, length of time in current position, and length of time in the mental health field. Participants also indicated their position on the team (program director, team leader, or staff member), the name of their team (to identify the number of teams represented), and the state in which their team was located.
Procedure
Participants were recruited by email. ACT team leaders and program directors were initially targeted and were asked to forward study information to other ACT staff. Emails contained a brief introduction and study description, web link for the study, and an attached recruitment letter with more details. All survey measures, including the IAT, could be accessed by the emailed web link. Staff and program director participants were compensated with $10 gift cards and team leader participants with $20 gift cards because they completed additional measures requiring an increased time commitment (30-45 minutes for staff versus 45-60 minutes for team leaders). The university Institutional Review Board approved the study procedures.
The order in which participants first completed explicit or implicit measures was assigned randomly. In addition, we counterbalanced the order in which each IAT (good vs. bad; helpless vs. competent; blameworthy vs. innocent) was completed and the order of presentation of compatible or incompatible trials. Participants were assigned to one of 12 "clusters" of trials, each cluster used a fixed trial order (e.g., cluster 1 had trials in the following order: good vs. bad, helpless vs. competent, blameworthy vs. innocent, with all trials starting with compatible items). Assignment was sequential and repeated after every 12 th participant, based on the order in which they completed the survey, such that participant one completed cluster one, participant two completed cluster two, etc. Although it would have been ideal to assign participants randomly to clusters, random assignment was limited by the software. Random assignment could only be used at one level and was reserved for order of presentation of the implicit and explicit measures.
Results

Implicit and Explicit Bias of Mental Illness
We computed t-tests to examine the extent to which ACT practitioners exhibited explicit and implicit mental illness bias. Effect sizes were calculated using Cohen's d. Table 1 displays descriptive statistics of all variables. We used one sample t-tests to compare each IAT score to zero (which reflects having neither positive nor negative associations with mental illness versus physical illness), consistent with prior studies (Peris et al., 2008; Teachman et al, 2006) . Contrary to hypotheses, participants demonstrated implicit preferences for mental illness compared to physical illness, associating mental illness with good (versus bad; t 108 = -4.91, p < 0.01, d = -0.47) and competent (versus helpless; t 106 = -2.29, p = 0.02, d = -0.22). There also was a trend toward associating mental illness compared to physical illness with innocent (versus blameworthy; t 107 = -1.98, p = 0.05, d = -0.19).
Results using explicit attitudes mirrored those for implicit attitudes. We used one sample ttests to compare item scores to 3.5 (midpoint of the 7-point scale) for the three semantic differential items assessing explicit evaluations of persons with mental illness as bad (relative to good), blameworthy (relative to innocent), and helpless (relative to competent). Participants viewed people with mental illness as relatively good (t 130 = -9.34, p < 0.01, d = -0.82), innocent (t 130 = -6.14, p < 0.01, d = -0.54), and competent (t 132 = -5.51, p < 0.01, d = -0.48).
We created difference scores to assess the relative negative evaluations on the semantic differential items of persons with mental illness compared to physical illness as bad, blameworthy, and helpless. Positive scores indicate viewing mental illness (compared to physical illness) as relatively more bad, blameworthy, and helpless. We computed one sample t-tests to compare the difference scores to 0 (no difference in attitudes) and found that people with mental illness, relative to physical illness, were viewed as relatively good In examining demographic variables and implicit bias, level of education was significantly and negatively related to implicit bias of mental illness compared to physical illness as bad (versus good; r = -0.33, p < 0.01), blameworthy (versus competent; r = -0.22, p < 0.05), and helpless (versus innocent; r = -0.31, p < 0.01). Age was positively related to implicit bias of mental illness compared to physical illness as bad (versus good; r = 0.23, p < 0.05). Regarding explicit bias, team position was related to viewing mental illness (compared to physical illness) as relatively more bad (r = -0.30, p < 0.01) and as bad (relative to good; r = -0.27, p < 0.01); staff demonstrated more positive attitudes than team leaders and program directors.
Relationships Between Implicit and Explicit Measures and Treatment Control Mechanisms
We calculated Pearson correlations to determine univariate associations between variables (see Table 1 ). Correlations between corresponding implicit and explicit measures were not significant (r ranged from 0.01 to 0.19). Staff who endorsed the use of more control mechanisms were more likely to show increased implicit stigma toward those with mental illness, relative to physical illness, as being bad (r = 0.23, p = 0.02) and helpless (r = 0.27, p < 0.01), and were more likely to show increased explicit stigma towards those with mental illness as being more helpless than competent (r = 0.19, p = 0.03). Stereotypes of blameworthiness were unrelated to endorsement of control mechanisms for both implicit and explicit measures.
Stigma as a Predictor of Treatment Control Mechanisms
The second aim of this study was to explore the extent to which explicit and implicit biases predict use of treatment control mechanisms. To evaluate this question, we used latent variable structural equation modeling (SEM). The model was fit to the data using AMOS Version 19. Full maximum likelihood methods were used and full information maximum likelihood estimation was used to deal with missing data.
As a first step, multivariate techniques were used to identify the latent variables underlying implicit bias, explicit bias, and control mechanisms, thereby reducing measurement error. The explicit bias factor included the three semantic differential Bad-Good, BlameworthyInnocent, and Helpless-Competent items (all significantly intercorrelated; r range 0.27-0.36). The implicit bias factor was comprised of the three IATs (mental illness + bad, mental illness + blameworthy, mental illness + helpless), which were all significantly intercorrelated (r range: 0.19 -0.42). The control mechanism latent factor was comprised of two theoretically-derived indicators: interventions which enhanced autonomy (5 items; e.g., let client manage their own medications) and interventions that prescribed restrictive practices (6 items; e.g., daily medication monitoring). For interpretability purposes, the items which assessed enhanced autonomy were reverse-scored.
Next, the fit of the hypothesized model (depicted in Figure 1 ) was examined along with the significance of the paths connecting the mental illness bias factors to the control mechanism factor. Assessment of model fit was based on non significant chi-square, the root-meansquare error of approximation index (RMSEA less than .08), the comparative fit index (CFI above .90) and the Tucker-Lewis index (TLI above .90) (Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Hu & Bentler, 1999) .
All four goodness of fit indices suggested a good fit for the model (X 2 = 23.61, df = 18, p = 0.17; RMSEA = 0.05, CFI = 0.95, TLI = 0.90). As depicted in Figure 1 , all indicators loaded significantly onto their respective factors. There was a moderately strong relationship between the implicit and explicit bias factors (r = 0.42). Results indicated that implicit bias (standardized coefficient = 0.36, p = 0.03), but not explicit bias (standardized coefficient = 0.20, p = 0.14), was a significant predictor of greater endorsement of control mechanisms. A total of 23% of the variance in control mechanisms was accounted for by the model, with implicit and explicit bias respectively explaining 13.0% and 4.0% of the variance. Nested model comparisons confirmed that the baseline model fit deteriorated significantly when the implicit path, but not the explicit path, was forced to zero and when the implicit and explicit paths were forced to be equal, implying that the path coefficients are significantly different (see Table 2 ).
Additional models were tested to examine the prediction of each control mechanism subscale separately. When predicting control mechanisms as measured by the restrictive practices subscale, the model was a poor fit. However, fit indices suggested a good fit for a model predicting only the non-autonomous practices subscale (X 2 = 12.45, df = 12, p = 0.41; RMSEA = 0.02, CFI = 0.99, TLI = 0.99). All indicators loaded significantly onto their respective factors. Similar to the hypothesized model, implicit bias (standardized coefficient = 0.25, p = 0.03), but not explicit bias (standardized coefficient = 0.15, p = 0.13), was a significant predictor. As shown in Table 2 , the same pattern of nested model results obtained when constraining parts of the model as discussed above were again found when constraining parts of the model and predicting non-autonomous practices, with the exception that the deterioration relative to the baseline model when forcing implicit and explicit paths to be equal was now at a trend level, implying that the path coefficients are significantly different.
Discussion
Implicit and Explicit Bias of Mental Illness
Overall, ACT practitioners had positive explicit and implicit attitudes toward people with mental illness. Specifically, participants had positive explicit views of people with mental illness as good (relative to bad), innocent (relative to blameworthy), and competent (relative to helpless). When compared to people with physical illness, those with mental illness were viewed as relatively good (explicit and implicit), competent (implicit), and innocent (implicit).
Interestingly, in contrast to expectations, differences in attitudes toward mental and physical illness revealed a more robust preference for mental illness using all implicit measures and using one explicit measure. Further, staff demonstrated more positive explicit attitudes than team leaders and program directors. These findings are consistent with the contact hypothesis (Allport, 1954) ; the level of exposure ACT staff have to mental illness may increase their positivity towards this group. Additionally, contact has been shown to be particularly influential in affecting implicit attitudes (e.g., Aberson et al., 2004; AshburnNardo et al., 2007) . It also may be that people with more positive associations with mental illness choose to work in positions that involve frequent contact with people with mental illness. When originally developed, ACT was targeted for individuals diagnosed with severe mental illness who experience the most persistent and extreme symptoms of the illness. Thus, ACT practitioners may have a particular preference for persons with mental illness.
Our findings of generally positive views towards people with mental illness are inconsistent with one prior review reporting that beliefs of mental healthcare providers did not differ from, or were more negative, than the general population across 7 of 9 studies (Schulze, 2007) . However, a more recent review found that 14 of the 19 reviewed studies demonstrated overall positive attitudes among mental health professionals regarding mental illness (Wahl & Aroesty-Cohen, 2010) . Regardless, Wahl and Aroesty-Cohen (2010) note that negative attitudes were present even in studies that demonstrated overall positive results, concluding "A mixture of positive and negative views continues to be found for mental health professionals" (p.58). Thus, our findings contribute to a growing body of literature and provide some evidence of positive views among mental health professionals.
Notably, participants with higher levels of education demonstrated lower levels of all three types of implicit bias. These findings are consistent with another study with similar methodology, in which participants with advanced mental health training demonstrated more positive implicit and explicit evaluations of people with mental illness (Peris et al., 2008) . However, no prior studies have examined the attitudes of practitioners restricted to a single evidence-based mental health treatment model. Given the increased attention on providing mental health services that are both evidence-based and facilitate recovery, it is particularly encouraging to find positive attitudes among ACT practitioners. Further, it is important to consider the role that advanced education may serve in reducing implicit biases.
Consistent with prior work on explicit and implicit bias of mental illness, when assessed using manifest variables, the corresponding explicit and implicit bias measures were not related (Lincoln et al., 2008; Peris et al., 2008; Teachman et al., 2006) . However, when explicit and implicit biases were modeled as latent factors, there was a moderate to strong relationship between the factors. Specifically, as participants' explicit bias increased, so did their implicit bias. This is contrary to the only other previous study in which explicit and implicit bias of mental illness were examined in a structural equation model and found to be unrelated, although the study used only the "good" versus "bad" categories in their IAT (Peris et al., 2008) . However, the findings are consistent with recent research, which has shown that implicit and explicit measures can be strongly related (Greenwald et al., 2009 ). In fact, overall, there is a moderate relationship between implicit and explicit stigma, with an average r = 0.24 in one meta-analysis of the IAT and self-report measures (Hofmann et al., 2005) and an average r = 0.37 in a review of 57 different content domains (Nosek, 2005) . Moreover, Nosek and colleagues (2006) used a multitrait-multimethod framework and demonstrated that the IAT and self-report were related but distinct constructs, even after accounting for common method variance. In addition, relationships between the IAT and analogous explicit measures are even stronger when using latent models to control for measurement error (Cunningham et al., 2001 ).
Stigma as a Predictor of Treatment Control Mechanisms
A second purpose of this study was to explore the extent to which explicit and implicit bias predict use of treatment control mechanisms. When modeled using latent factors, implicit, but not explicit, bias significantly predicted the endorsement of restrictive or controlling clinical interventions when considered together, and non-autonomous interventions when considered separately. This finding is consistent with research linking implicit race bias to disparities in medical diagnosis and decision making (Green et al., 2007) . Interestingly, Peris and colleagues (2008) found that implicit and explicit bias latent factors differentially predicted outcomes, with explicit (but not implicit) bias predicting more negative patient prognoses and implicit (but not explicit) bias predicting over-diagnosis. They argued that clinicians might recognize their prognoses as general evaluations of people with mental illness, whereas diagnostic decision-making may bear little obvious relevance to general evaluations, concluding that, "implicit biases may be linked to deliberative clinical decisions only for circumstances in which the person is not aware that his or her attitudes or stereotypes may be influential" (p. 759). This is one possibility, but another may have to do with whether the control mechanism outcomes employed in the present research are readily recognized as a form of bias. Specifically, using control mechanisms (e.g., monitoring medications) arguably is a paternalistic approach. While being paternalistic may appear to be helpful and not seem stigmatizing superficially, it is condescending and implies incompetence and helplessness among the service recipients (Deegan, 1990) . This is supported by the finding in the current study that implicit (but not explicit) bias predicted mechanisms that limited autonomy (e.g., client manages their own money, discuss personal goals), when considered separately from restrictive practices (e.g., inpatient hospitalizations). Indeed, such benevolent forms of bias are often difficult to recognize. For example, as shown in the racism literature, Whites are often reticent to endorse overtly negative racial attitudes, yet they more freely endorse "complimentary" racial stereotypes of Blacks' athleticism and sexual prowess (Czopp & Monteith, 2006) that Blacks find personally offensive (Czopp, 2008) . Thus, it may be that implicit instead of explicit biases were significant predictors in the present research because people are less likely to be aware that benevolent and superficially positive forms of bias are still forms of bias; we would therefore expect a comparably "hidden" bias to predict such judgments. Given that education has been recommended as a way to reduce such forms of bias , it is important for ACT staff to be educated on recognizing these attitudes as forms of bias and to be more aware of how these attitudes may affect their use of restrictive interventions.
Additionally, recent research indicates the potential for changing implicit attitudes and related behaviors, with evaluative conditioning as one possible mechanism. For example, repeatedly pairing alcohol-related cues with negative stimuli resulted in stronger negative implicit attitudes toward alcohol and reduced alcohol consumption (Houben et al., 2010) and, in a positive training condition, pairing self-relevant stimuli (e.g., pictures of the participant pretending to give a speech) with positive facial expressions led to less negative implicit social anxiety (Clerkin & Teachman, 2010) . However, further research is needed to examine evaluative conditioning and other avenues for changing implicit attitudes regarding mental illness and related behaviors.
It is important to note that even though implicit but not explicit attitudes were significant predictors when modeled as latent factors, explicit attitudes of the helplessness (vs. competence) of people with mental illness were significantly related to endorsement of using control mechanisms. Further, implicit attitudes of people with mental illness (vs. physical illness) as bad and helpless were also significantly related to control mechanisms. A recent review found that many mental health professionals doubt the possibility of recovery (Wahl & Aroesty-Cohen, 2010) . It makes sense that the more helpless people with mental illness are perceived, the more likely practitioners would be to step in and recommend more restrictive and less autonomy-enhancing interventions. Further, it may be that the use of control mechanisms among ACT practitioners is governed by strong concern (i.e. "bad" reflects a judgment that the problem is severe) and belief that consumers are unable to deal with their illness on their own (i.e. viewing people as "helpless"), but not beliefs regarding why they have the illness (i.e. viewing people as "blameworthy"). Again, these may reflect paternalistic approaches, which appear helpful, but are actually condescending and imply incompetence and helplessness. Thus, strategies are needed which target mental health practitioners' attitudes that people with mental illness are helpless or that severe problems require autonomy-restricting interventions.
The study had several limitations. One limitation, also common with other studies using the IAT, is that IATs are relative measures and can be limited by the comparison condition. We could only capture implicit bias towards mental illness relative to bias toward physical illness; however, even relative IATs have been shown to predict non-relative outcomes (Ashburn-Nardo & Johnson, 2008) such as the control mechanisms in the present study. While we chose this comparison based on prior research (Teachman et al., 2006) , it is possible that other comparison conditions could be more fruitful or future research could employ a non-relative implicit measure such as the Go/No-Go Association Task (Nosek & Banaji, 2001) . Further, comparing the responses of ACT providers on the explicit measures to a representative group instead of an absolute zero would be of additional utility. Our dependent variable, treatment control mechanisms, is limited in that we did not observe actual behavioral use of interventions. However, we enhanced the self-report aspect by providing a clinical vignette, a useful and common method for assessing stigma (Link et al., 2004) . SEM analyses were restricted given the small sample size, and should be considered preliminary. We would have preferred to treat each of the eleven treatment control mechanisms as separate indicators of the control mechanism factor, but we lacked the power to do so.
Conclusions
This study addresses a need to examine the attitudes of mental health professionals towards those they treat (Wahl & Aroesty-Cohen, 2010 ) and the impact of those attitudes on treatment. Explicit and implicit attitudes of ACT practitioners in this study were positive toward individuals with mental illness. This is encouraging given that other studies have found negative attitudes among mental health professionals (Schulze, 2007; Wahl & Aroesty-Cohen, 2010) . Further studies are needed to confirm and extend our findings for other evidence-based practices, including other studies of ACT. Although overall attitudes in the current sample were positive, latent models of implicit (but not explicit) bias predicted the endorsement of treatment control mechanisms, particularly interventions that limited autonomy. Further, explicit attitudes that people with mental illness are helpless were related with endorsement of treatment control mechanisms. Thus, even at very low levels, relative stigma may predict clinical care. These findings underscore the importance of not just assessing attitudes, but examining the extent to which variability in attitudes predicts judgments and behaviors.
Given concerns that ACT intervenes using paternalistic and coercive means (Gomory, 1999) these findings are potentially important. Because ACT teams often target consumers who are not effectively engaged with treatment and are frequent users of psychiatric hospitals, substance abuse centers, jails, shelters, and other facilities, interventions may be enacted out of well-intentioned forms of bias. Mental health professionals, and specifically ACT clinicians, should be educated on the ways in which these attitudes convey bias to consumers and should work to be aware of how biases influence how they intervene with consumers. Test of hypothesized model. * p ≤ 0.05, ** p < 0.01 
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